PRODUCT TRAINING COURSES

Empower your users to adapt to the ever-changing needs of your business.

EMPOWER YOUR TEAM
Stay squarely at the forefront of supply chain and omnichannel commerce and keep tabs on industry best practices. With a full range of learning resources, you’ll be prepared to maximize the benefit from your Manhattan software.

LEARNING PORTAL
Register on the Manhattan Learning Portal to get the most value from your Manhattan products. Here, you can gain access to free content and public training classes, request dedicated classroom training sessions on-site, and attend online or virtual sessions. Maintain a knowledge base and stay connected to product experts and peers in your industry.

EDUCATIONAL WEBINARS
Follow cutting-edge topics and learn about the latest Manhattan product enhancements by participating in our educational webinars. These webinars will help you stay informed on current supply chain and omnichannel commerce techniques and trends.
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT TRAINING COURSES

Choose the right course for the specific Manhattan task at hand and empower your users to adapt to the ever-changing needs of your business. Our training courses include hands-on access to live systems in virtualized training environments, skilled instructional facilitators, as well as challenge-based activities and real-world scenario-based training.

– Warehouse Management for Open Systems – Level 1
– Warehouse Management for Open Systems – Level 2
– Warehouse Management for Open Systems – Level 3
– Warehouse Management for IBM i – Level 1
– Warehouse Management for IBM i – Level 2
– Warehouse Management for IBM i – Level 3
– Slotting Optimization
– Labor Management
– Supply Chain Intelligence
– Transportation Modeling
– Transportation Planning & Execution
– Distributed Order Management – Sales Order Flow Management
– Distributed Order Management – Distributed Selling
– Inventory Optimization for IBM i – Level 1
– Inventory Optimization for IBM i – Level 2
– Inventory Optimization for Open Systems – Level 1
– Inventory Optimization for Open Systems – Level 2
– Demand Forecasting Inventory Optimization – Level 1
– (User Acceptance Test Training)
– Demand Forecasting Inventory Optimization – Level 2
– (On Demand Training)
– Manhattan SCALE – Level 1
– Manhattan SCALE – Level 2
– FastTrack Enablement

Advanced topics are published on Manhattan’s Learning Portal for the latest techniques and trends. Looking for a course not listed here? New courses are added to our offerings regularly. Login to the Learning Portal for current courses and complimentary offerings.